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Retirement is no longer seen as a postscript to a career. Today, retirement is a 
major period of life, a time for independence and personal fulfillment. Modern 
retirement offers freedom to choose, freedom to do, and freedom to grow. But  
the ability to enjoy these freedoms depends upon the wealth and health (physical 
and mental) of the individual. 

New York Life Investments recently partnered with AARP to identify what 
retirement means among people who have already retired and those who are  
on the path to retirement. The trends we uncovered included finance topics, but 
many of the most revealing results were related to health and wellness goals. 

In this paper, we summarize this research to help financial professionals position 
their practices for the emerging trends of health, wealth, and self as essential 
elements of retirement success. Financial professionals can use these insights  
to broaden their guidance by incorporating health and wellness alongside wealth 
planning to achieve a holistic approach. 

Key findings
1. Health and vitality are just as important as money for clients seeking  
to make the most of the freedom that comes with retirement.

2. Many people in their 30s and 40s believe retirement readiness is 
important, but a majority haven’t taken appropriate actions to prepare  
for their financial future. 

3. Financial professionals can help clients start planning sooner with 
holistic approaches that combine health, wealth, and self.
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How today’s retirees are redefining retirement
Today, retirement is no longer only defined by wealth. Of course, money and savings are important in  
retirement; first, to cover basic living expenses, and second, to attain a preferred retirement lifestyle.  
But increasingly, retirees are placing equal priority on health, wealth, and self as factors that contribute  
to a successful retirement. 

Successful retirees are…

Prepared — Many began planning for retirement in their 40s.

Resourceful — They took advantage of savings opportunities [e.g., 401(k)s, IRAs, 
pensions, and brokerage accounts].

Collaborative — Rather than go it alone, many sought advice from financial planners.

Healthy — They’re more likely to be into fitness and wellness.

Tech-savvy — They use the latest tools to stay connected. 

Successful retirees were asked what steps they thought made a difference in attaining their retirement.  
Their answers tended to focus on two actions. First, they started early, beginning to plan for their financial 
future at a young age, most often in their 30s and 40s. Second, they were consistent over several decades  
in taking steps that improved their financial position and their well-being. That includes exercising, balancing 
work and family life, and pursuing opportunities to save and invest toward their retirement. 

1
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What actions made a difference in the lives of successful retirees?

n They had a plan for their financial goals and regularly checked their progress. 

n They saved adequately for retirement while living within their means.

n They took full advantage of workplace retirement and savings plans.

n They practiced healthy eating habits and followed regular exercise routines.

n They maintained a good balance of work, family, and self-care.

This is not to say the road to retirement success was easy for 
current retirees, nor will it be easy for future retirees. Many  
people who are currently looking ahead to retirement admit feeling 
overwhelmed, fearful, anxious, and uncertain about preparing for  
the future. One of their top concerns is not having enough money 
saved for retirement. Others worry about health factors that could 
prevent them from enjoying retirement fully. 

Barriers to a successful retirement:

n Managing multiple priorities — Many people in their 30s and 40s struggle to balance 
saving for tomorrow with spending for today.

n How much is enough? — Retirement planners at every age are uncertain about how much 
money they’ll need in retirement.

n Complexity of resources — When people decide to prioritize retirement planning, they’re 
often confused by the guidance available to them.

n Not represented in the marketplace — Many people feel retirement planning is not directed 
toward “people like me.”

n Whom to trust? — People looking for guidance may wonder if an advisor is working in their 
best interest.

Key takeaway

Incorporate a retirement check-in questionnaire to your annual client review meetings as a 
way to address your client’s barriers to retirement and reconfirm their timeline and goals.

Only 35% of survey 

respondents are optimistic 

about retirement.
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How health and wellness factor into retirement success
Americans have long had a love/hate relationship with healthy living. Medical issues tied to unhealthy lifestyles 
and behaviors, such as obesity and diabetes, remain endemic problems in the U.S. However, many people 
do see the value that healthy living and wellness can bring to their lives. Moreover, a significant number of 
Americans are doing something about it, whether it’s eating healthy, joining a fitness club, practicing yoga,  
or volunteering in the local community. 

Nearly half of Americans (48.2%) increased prioritization of wellness in 

2020 compared with 2-3 years ago.1

Health and wellness are broad terms that can encompass exercise and fitness, nutrition and healthy eating, 
better sleep habits, or mental and emotional well-being. The trends of rising interest in health are visible 
across these areas: In higher health club memberships, greater access to natural and organic foods, and  
the proliferation of smartphone apps that promote meditation, mindfulness, and more. 

The most widespread health and wellness goals include:1

 1. Improving/maintaining  
  physical fitness/strength

 2. Maintaining a healthy weight

 3. Improving/maintaining  
  physical appearance

 4. Strengthening/maintaining  
  the immune system

 5. Increasing/maintaining 
  energy/stamina

 6. Improving sleep

 7.  Improving/maintaining   
  mental clarity/focus

 8.  Preventing disease

 9.  Reducing anxiety/stress

 10.  Reducing potential  
  exposure to germs/viruses

The average adult is trying to address at least 6 of these  
health and wellness goals.

Study findings appear to corroborate the role that physical and emotional health play in people’s financial 
lives. As the chart on the next page illustrates, as personal income increases, so does the incidence of  
feeling physically and emotionally healthy.

Nearly 70% of 

Americans make 

doing something  

to support their 

health or wellness 

several days per 

week a priority.2

2
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Finances appear to play a role in one’s physical and emotional health
Health vs. income
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Source: 2021 New York Life Investments retirement research study.

So does greater wealth enable better health, or does healthy living encourage greater interest in building 
wealth? It’s certainly true that higher income allows people to cover the higher costs of healthy living, such  
as gym memberships, personal trainers, and high-quality food. But the connection between health and 
wealth is more correlation than causation. People who are interested in building wealth also tend to be 
interested in improving their health and wellness. Many people (including current retirees and those yet to 
retire) recognize that building wealth enables them to access many freedoms in retirement. But it’s important 
to be in good physical, mental, and emotional health to enjoy those freedoms.

Health and wellness steps that appeal across generations:

Healthy eating, physical fitness, and exercise

Routine preventative care, such as check-ups, health screenings, and 
immunizations

Managing the cost of health care (e.g., premiums, co-pays, prescription drugs)

Key takeaway

Develop deeper client relationships by integrating goals for health, wealth, and self for  
truly holistic retirement planning.
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Retirement readiness vs. retirement reality
It’s important to look at how current retirees are defining their own retirement, because reality can often be 
quite different from the visions many non-retirees have for their future years. 

For many younger adults—those in their 20s, 30s, and even 40s—retirement is too far off in the future to 
visualize. In many cases, these adults have other financial concerns that are more pressing than retirement, 
including buying a home, paying down debt, and saving for their children’s future. 

So, it’s not surprising to see young adults holding expectations for retirement that are different from the  
reality experienced by current retirees. Our study showed that expected retirement ages tend to increase  
as people get older. Many younger people said they expect to retire several years earlier than the traditional 
retirement age of 65. That could be due to optimism among younger generations about retiring early.

Expected retirement age goes up as people get older
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Source: 2021 New York Life Investments retirement research study.

On the other side of the spectrum, many older people—those in their 50s and 60s—expect to work to  
at least age 65, if not longer. This perception may be due to a desire to stay active and engaged in their 
careers. Or, it could be a realization that they may need to work for longer to save more for retirement. 

3
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Where expectations disconnect from reality 
When it comes to retirement age, non-retirees hold expectations that diverge significantly from the reality of 
current retirees. According to the Employee Benefit Research Institute’s (EBRI) 2021 Retirement Confidence 
Survey, about half of current retirees (48%) retired as they had planned. But perhaps more importantly for 
those nearing retirement, around the same percentage of current retirees (46%) retired earlier than planned. 
Only 6% of current retirees stated they retired later than planned. 

There’s also a significant segment of adults today who expect to work later in life or during retirement. In the 
2021 Retirement Confidence Survey, 72% of non-retirees said they expect to work at least part-time for pay 
during retirement. But the reality for current retirees couldn’t be starker; a full 70% said they haven’t worked 
for pay since they had retired. 

This disconnect may present a planning opportunity for financial professionals. While many of those currently  
in the workforce may have a desire to keep working as long as they can, whether to earn income or build 
savings or stay engaged, expecting paid employment to provide income during retirement could distort their 
current savings plans and lead to an income shortfall when they enter retirement. Helping currently employed 
clients envision a future without a paycheck can focus their saving and investment plans more closely on the 
reality of retirement.

One in six survey respondents in their 30s and 40s, and one in five in  
their 20s, say they never expect to retire. 

Rising interest in retirement preparation
For financial professionals and planners, there is work to do in helping non-retired clients set reasonable 
expectations for retirement, focusing on the more probable outcomes for their post-working lives. This is  
also an opportunity to engage in more candid conversations with your clients earlier in their investing career 
and empower them to feel more confident in their financial future. 

The good news is, people across generations recognize the importance of retirement preparation. Even 
among the youngest adult cohort in our study — those who are the farthest from retirement — over three-
quarters understand the importance of retirement planning. But the biggest jump in interest happens in  
the next decades of adulthood — nearly 9 in 10 people in their 30s and 40s see retirement preparation as 
important to their financial future.
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People clearly recognize the importance of retirement preparation, but many are  
not necessarily doing what it takes to prepare
Importance of preparing for retirement vs. actual preparedness
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Source: 2021 New York Life Investments retirement research study.

The importance of preparing for retirement vs. actual preparedness
The flip side is where financial professionals can find opportunities. Interest in retirement preparation may be 
strong among those in their 30s and 40s, but these adults are also the least likely to have taken any actual 
steps to prepare for retirement. 

Key takeaway

Initiate the conversation on retirement with your clients earlier in their investing lives — the 
earlier you start the conversation and put a plan in place the higher the chance of a good 
retirement outcome.
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Where health, wealth, and self come together
For many financial professionals and planners, the traditional prospective client is an older adult, typically in 
their 50s or early 60s. At this stage in life, many people in this demographic have accumulated a significant 
amount of savings, which makes them attractive targets for business growth from a revenue standpoint.  
Plus, older age cohorts currently face or will soon face important decisions about how to manage their  
wealth during retirement, which makes them open to financial planning and investment advice. 

People in their 30s and 40s are most ready for financial advice.  

The opportunity for retirement preparation peaks during the 50s.

Our research reveals a more compelling opportunity for financial professionals to focus on retirement  
planning with their clients in their 30s and 40s. The results indicate these age groups have a growing interest  
in retirement preparation, but because many of them haven’t taken concrete steps they’re likely to be 
receptive to planning solutions. 

More importantly, financial professionals and planners should direct their efforts with current and prospective 
clients toward the new definition of retirement, following a holistic approach that incorporates planning for 
health, wealth, and self. Clients across all generations share interests in improving these aspects of their  
lives. But there are specific opportunities within the 30s-40s age cohort where financial professionals can 
focus their efforts to distinguish themselves among prospective clients. 

4
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HEALTH PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES
AGE GROUP

20s 30s 40s 50s 60s

Establish habits for healthy eating and physical activity/exercise

Get routine preventative exams, immunizations, and health screenings

Learn about health insurance options and get access to the right health care providers

Understand how to manage the present and future costs of health care

WEALTH PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES
AGE GROUP

20s 30s 40s 50s 60s

Live in a manner today that allows you to save enough for tomorrow

Take full advantage of employer-sponsored benefit programs (e.g., 401k, HSA)

Have a “road map” to measure progress

Get access to the right kind of financial advice 

SELF PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES
AGE GROUP

20s 30s 40s 50s 60s

Find a good balance of work-family-self care

Seek opportunities to give back or volunteer

Engage with others in the community and establish networks and friendships  
with people with similar interests

Planning for the emotional challenges of retirement (e.g., where to live, staying engaged)

   Strongest opportunity              Somewhat strong opportunity           Less opportunity
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Practice growth for a redefined retirement
Financial professionals already wear many different hats when working with clients. Does this mean needing 
more heads to wear even more hats? In a sense, yes. Expanding the scope of a financial planning practice 
would include adding relationships with specialized professionals to offer clients a wider range of resources 
from different disciplines, structured around what a redefined retirement means to the up-and-coming 
generation of financial professionals.

n Expand your knowledge network — Extend your networks of attorneys, CPAs, realtors, and other 
financial professionals to include health and self-care, from medical and mental health professionals  
to marriage counselors, even personal trainers and community leaders.

n Diverse representation — Younger generations are more diverse than previous generations. Build a  
team that looks more like the younger client base you seek, with broad diversity in age, gender, race,  
and other background factors. 

n Tech capabilities — Connect with clients in ways that suit their preferences. A digital presence and 
communication channels are table-stakes for reaching current clients. Put the infrastructure in place to  
help you connect clients and specialists virtually and seamlessly.

Key takeaway

Consider extending and diversifying your network by incorporating non-financial aspects  
of retirement planning and providing connection opportunities to your clients. 

Incorporate a retirement check-in questionnaire to your annual client review meetings as a 
way to address your client’s barriers to retirement and reconfirm their timeline and goals.

Develop deeper client relationships by integrating goals for health, wealth, and self for truly 
holistic retirement planning.

Initiate the conversation on retirement with your clients earlier in their investing lives — the 
earlier you start the conversation and put a plan in place the higher the chance of a good 
retirement outcome.

Consider extending and diversifying your network by incorporating non-financial aspects  
of retirement planning and providing connection opportunities to your clients. 

Key takeaways summary
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